Sec. at]       THE  LOU-LAN  SITE   IN  CHINESE   HISTORICAL	4^5
If we except the statement about the extent of the reason, which it is impossible to check as the
direction and limits of measurement are not definitely indicated,"* and	allowance for g^^
Chinese faith in the existence of * demons and strange	', still as robust now as ever, every crusted o!d
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point of this description is fully supported by the observations !	on that trying journey of ten
days by which in 1914 I traced the line of the ancient Chinese route to Lou-Ian where it
through,   or  skirted,   the  great   salt-encrusted   sea-bed.53     We	there  a  perfectly correct
description of the hard crumpled-up crust of         covering the whole	of the	dried-up
Lop Sea across and along which the Chinese route to Lou-Ian led    The big cakes and hummocks
of hard salt which compose the surface of this vast, dismal expanse,         show below it in the
innumerable cracks and fissures, are just as the old Chinese account graphically describes them.4 '
Without the precaution of spreading felts, which wayfarers of old, benighted on such ground^
evidently accustomed to resort to, not even hardy camels, and still less any other	animals,
could find a minimum of rest and comfort during halts. The constant winds Wowing across these
great wastes* especially from the east-north-east and carrying with them fine dust, the product of
ceaseless erosion, must make the hazy skies we experienced there in February and March, a regular
feature almost all the year round. Later In the spring and during the summer" Burans with their
thick clouds of dust must be frequent. The	absence of animal life on and around the salt-
encrusted dry sea-bed was striking and Impressive evea for  us	from the	land
of Lou-Ian.
'Li Tao-yuaafs notice concludes with the following- Instructive remarks : *[The region in which Region of
is found the Town of the Dragon] touches, on the west, Shan-shan gf || and connects, on the east,
with the Three Sand Deserts ^ ty.    It constitutes the northern limit of the lake    This is why the
pvrcfcang [lake] also bears the name of the	of Salt |f ^    I have already	out in
a note that the 6 Three Sand Deserts * obviously correspond to die desert of the * Three Ridges
Sands'	the	mentions as	passed, at	northern extremity, by the
central route.41   The place meant is the belt of	dunes crossed by the caravan track from Tun-
a short distance north-east of Besh-toghrak    From this	to the west^as far as^Lou-lan
there extends a well-defined region, that portion of the great Lop depression which contains only
wastes of dried-up salt lake and bare ckyt	by the Kuruk-tagh glacis. This	is correctly
described In Li Taoyiian's notice as forming the northern border of the Pu-ch'ang lake, L e. that
portion of the old Lop-nor marshes which, at the period from which his Information dates, still held
water, at least in places.    That this portloa has undergone considerable shrinkage within historical
times through the progress of desiccation is a belief which I share with Professor Huntingtoa,    But
the question is not one which calls for examination here.
m If we may	the	of a	II	meter afBOisnted to 230	TMs corresponds closely to
10	the	from the easternmost edge	1,000 li,	the mile as equal to 5 11,	on level desert
of the	*m to the spot where the. ancient	1 have	an ordinarily correct estimate.
route	the	point of the * Three	w Cf. my	tf	<?/•* *hm, PP«
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of &e	see	4i8sq»,	^ For a	description of Ae salt-encnisted sea-
aitd	xiv. sec. II), the	a	Prot Huattogtoa creased it farther	cf-
my Camp xck         the tot ram traced 00	tfAfur* pp. 251 sq.; also the pktograph reproduced
die Loa-tan side (£-/.) to	cxi in tbe	bell north-         in the frontispiece of that work.
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